How to sign your article license on Wiley Author Services

ENTER FUNDER(S) AND AFFILIATION(S)  ❯  SIGN LICENSE  ❯  CONFIRMATION

Log in to wileyauthors.com and click **ACTION REQUIRED** in My Dashboard

### Step 1

**Initiate License Signing**

Click **Sign License**.

The first step of the license signing process will be to confirm your funder(s) and affiliation(s).
Enter the **Grant Number** and **Grant Recipient** for your funding. **Grant Number is a required field.** You can add multiple grants for each funder.

If you have no Grant Number, please tick "I have not received a number for this grant".

Once you have entered all your funding details, click **Confirm & proceed**.
If you have no affiliations, please tick "I am not affiliated with any institution, company, or university for this article"

Start typing to search for your institution and select from the drop down list. If you provided this information during manuscript submission, you will be asked to confirm your affiliation(s) instead.

You can edit, add, or remove institutions.

Once you have added all of your affiliations, click Confirm & proceed.
Select ownership type. This will tell us if you are authorized to sign this form or you need to obtain another signature in order to legally transfer or retain copyright.

"Contributor-owned work" is the most common for those employed by universities, hospitals, etc.

Some options may require you to download, sign and upload a license.

Click Confirm & proceed.
Selecting OnlineOpen and Review

Depending on your affiliation, your article publication charge may be eligible to be covered by your institution.

Some journals have the option to make your article open access through OnlineOpen. Click Yes, make my article OnlineOpen if you would like to choose this option.

Based on the information you provided, these are your available license options. Please make a selection below.

- Creative Commons Attribution License
  - This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials.

- Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License
  - This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon your work non-commercially, and although their new works must also acknowledge you and be non-commercial, they don’t have to license their derivative works on the same terms.

- Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives License
  - This license is the most restrictive of our three main licenses, only allowing others to download your works and share them with others as long as they credit you, but they can’t change them in any way or use them commercially.

Read through your license options and choose which license is right for you, then click Confirm & proceed.
Sign your License Online

Please sign the license
Standard copyright form
This is the standard copyright form for this journal.

**COPYRIGHT TRANSFER AGREEMENT**

Date: May 08, 2020

Dear Contributor(s):

Thank you for submitting your Contribution for publication. In order to expedite the editing and publishing process and enable the Owner to disseminate your Contribution to the fullest extent, we need to have this Copyright Transfer Agreement executed. If the Contribution is not accepted for publication, or if the Contribution is subsequently rejected, this Agreement shall be null and void. Publication cannot proceed without a signed copy of this Agreement.

A. COPYRIGHT

I agree to the STANDARD COPYRIGHT FORM LICENSE as shown above and have obtained written permission from all other contributors to execute this Agreement on their behalf.

Contributor’s Name: [Type your name]

Click Submit
**STEP 6** Sign your License Offline

**Download** and **print** your license – information is included about why you need to sign the license offline. Have the appropriate copyright owner sign, then return here to upload it.

If you chose a copyright ownership during the license signing process that requires you to download, sign and upload the license, you will see this screen.

Please upload and submit the signed license to publish your article successfully.

1. Download a copy of your license
   - CC-BY-NC-ND license agreement - 2023-05-01.pdf

2. Take a print out of this license to get it signed by the appropriate copyright owner.

3. Upload the signed license

   - Drag and drop your files into the upload window or **Click to upload** to select from your computer.
   - Use the arrows so the license files appear in the correct order or click the x symbols to delete them.

Once completed, click **Submit License**

To ensure your license is approved by the Journal Production Editor, make sure:

- the license has been signed
- the correct license document(s) have been uploaded
- the license has not been annotated in any way.

WILEY
**Confirmation**

- If you signed the license online, a copy will be sent to your email
- A copy of your license is also available in My Dashboard
- Contact us for any help at [wileyauthors.com/help](http://wileyauthors.com/help)
- Check out what other actions are waiting for you on My Dashboard

**Your order and license have been successfully submitted**

1. A confirmation has been sent to your email.
2. If you requested an invoice, you will receive it and remittance instructions in 24-48 hours.
3. You will be able to download the license from your dashboard in the next 30 minutes.

**Article details:**

- Title: [Journal title]
- Volume: [Volume number]
- Issue: [Issue number]
- Pages: [Page numbers]